
Little Lamb Quilt 

Step 5 

The Turnstile block is used alternately with the 

appliquéd blocks to make the next border on the quilt. 

For each block you need two 4” squares of the  

background fabric cut in half diagonally one time and 

one 4¼” square of the background fabric cut 

diagonally two times. You need one 4¼” square of the 

blade fabric cut diagonally two times.   

 

 

 

I made all of the blocks for my quilt different so I had to cut them individually. You 

could make them with all the blocks having the same background fabric and 

different fabrics for the turnstile blades. 

To make them with all the same background you will need 18 – 4” squares and 

9 - 4¼” squares cut as stated above. 

You will need 9 - 4¼” squares cut twice diagonally for the blades.  

Lay out each block to be sure the blades are pointing the right way. Stitch the 

quarter-square triangles together first and press the seam open.  Sew these to the 

other triangles and press that seam to the solid triangle. Stitch the block together 

and press the center seam open. Pressing the center seam open reduces the bulk 

where all the block sections meet and make the quilting easier. 

Arrange all the blocks around the quilt center. Stitch the top three blocks together 

and the bottom three blocks together and add to the quilt. Now stitch the side 

border blocks together making sure all the appliqué blocks are right side up, and 

add them to the sides of the quilt.  

 



Measure the quilt from top to bottom. It should be 36½”. Cut a border strip 1½” 

by 36½”, or whatever your quilt measures, and add it to the sides of the quilt. Do 

not add any borders to the top and bottom at this time. 

 

      

 

 


